Balancing fidelity and practicality in short version musculoskeletal patient reported outcome measures
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Background: Musculoskeletal patient reported outcome (PRO) measures are essential to clinical practice as they determine the status of a patient’s health. While such measures are meant to improve the delivery of evidence based medicine, the design process often overlooks their clinical relevance and utility.

Discussion: The demand for greater efficiency through shorter, user friendly PRO measures is discussed. The aim is to reduce respondent, clinician and researcher burden while retaining precision instruments with validated psychometric properties. The reductive statistical methodology and techniques used to achieve these goals are highlighted. The general lack of important qualitative input from the clinician and patient in these processes is noted. This lack of input can be detrimental to the clinical practicality and cost efficiency of the final product. It may also raise problems of potential conflicts of interest. Four additional areas of practical concern with particular significance are outlined: questionnaire format, item number, time benefits and scoring methods.

Summary: It is important that developers of new and modified musculoskeletal PRO measures ensure that their instruments, whilst maximising the psychometric properties and methodological characteristics, satisfy the requirements of patient and clinician practicality while emphasising the essential principles of evidence based medicine.
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Background
The development and evaluation of patient reported outcome (PRO) measures designed for health status measurement has progressed since their introduction in the 1970s.¹⁻⁴ The use of PRO measures is universally accepted as a means of quantifying patients’ perceptions of their health, impairment and functioning.⁵⁻⁷ In the area of musculoskeletal medicine, PRO measures have progressed from generic to region specific measures, such as for the spine and upper and lower limbs.⁸⁻¹⁰ The current progression refines what are commonly complicated and lengthy existing measures into PRO measures that are shorter and quicker to complete, yet still reflect the specificity of the condition or region under scrutiny.¹¹ However, the path used to accomplish these goals is not yet standardised as the methods employed and the conceptual purposes of different PRO measures vary widely.

In musculoskeletal medicine, PRO measures are increasingly used in clinical settings to quantify a patient’s status and comply with evidence based practice.¹²¹³ Consequently, it is important to use standardised methodology to shorten existing measures
and develop new ones. The preferred tool is one that is valid but with greater practicality as this reduces the burden to both the patient and clinician which in turn increases compliance and reduces errors. In order to produce clinically utile measures, the development and validation process of new and shortened PRO measures, including those using ‘computerised adaptive testing’ (CAT), must include a balance of qualitative reductive methodology and quantitative statistical and external evidence methods. Evidence based medicine is the ‘integration of best research evidence with clinical expertise and patient values’, yet this often appears to be overlooked in the development of PRO measures. Consideration of a measure’s practical clinical characteristics is essential.

The objective of this paper is to focus on inadequacies in existing methods used to develop, shorten and validate musculoskeletal PRO measures, specifically those that do not sufficiently involve qualitative input. The incorporation of expert clinician opinion and patient feedback into the design and item selection process is a critical requirement.

Discussion

Methods to develop shorter patient reported outcome measures

It is not an easy task to facilitate the clinical practicality of PRO measures. There is a need to reduce items within the existing validated measures while concurrently retaining or improving their precision and psychometric properties. Such modifications risk the production of inappropriate measures that sacrifice validity, reliability, internal consistency and responsiveness. However, developing new short form measures from first principles, without drawing on existing validated items, also has potential difficulties, particularly in determining the content validity and reliability of the new instrument.

Quantitative approaches

Frequently it is only quantitative statistical approaches that are employed to shorten existing measures. These include methods such as classical test theory with a reliance on testing equi-discriminative item-total correlations, item analysis methodology such as factor analysis and item averaging. However, these approaches may lack either an explicit ordered continuum of items or evidence of additivity of the scale data. An alternative approach is based on the use of modern test theory including item response theory and Rasch modelling. These enable an examination of the scale item’s hierarchical structure, one-dimensionality and additivity. They also provide an indication of a possible objective response order of the items.

Qualitative approaches

The qualitative item review approach is more subjective. It predominantly uses expert opinion, patient feedback and clinical consideration of the content of items prior to the use of statistical analysis and validation. This qualitative approach can include techniques such as concept-retention methodology, item impact, subjective item-pool reduction through binning and winnowing and focus groups that can include both patients and clinicians.

Practicality approaches

In the daily clinical settings with musculoskeletal injuries, time restraints are a reality. A PRO measure becomes impractical if it requires more than 2–3 minutes to complete and either more than 30 seconds or a computational aide to score. Such measures will not achieve acceptance and widespread clinical use. To facilitate clinical acceptance proposed six critical factors that must be considered during development:

(i) the measure must have a patient self-administered format
(ii) be brief
(iii) be easily understood
(iv) be applicable across a variety of conditions
(v) a variety of levels of disease severity
(vi) if used to measure work related injury, it must be relevant to working populations.

Summary considerations

These quantitative, qualitative and practicality approaches are not mutually exclusive. However, items in shortened PRO measures are frequently chosen by only one method. This problem is replicated across many health fields such as respiratory, dental, sexual and mental and also affects the areas of rehabilitation, quality of life, pain and chronic illness. Undoubtedly, musculoskeletal PRO measures demonstrate similar traits and consequently, the use of either a quantitative or a qualitative item reduction approach leads to appreciably different instruments being developed. A quantitative emphasis reflects a strong focus on psychometric aspects and provides items with a high statistical relevance. However, these may not have high face validity. Conversely, over reliance
on a qualitative approach will have the opposite effect. A balance between approaches is required.

**Recommendations for study design and methodology**

To reduce the potential for serious flaws in musculoskeletal PRO measures, five critical recommendations to standardise the shortening process were proposed by Coste in 1997 and have been subsequently supported in recent studies:

(i) the choice of measure – carefully assess for item content, psychometric properties and level of measurement

(ii) assess whether the original instrument can be considered a ‘gold standard’ for the phenomenon of interest

(iii) when there is a gold standard, shorten the measure by focusing on optimal criterion validity and avoid separate tests of the part(s) and whole

(iv) when there is no gold standard, it is essential to use impartial and credible expert opinion assisted by statistical considerations, not a purely statistical consistency approach

(v) a validation study must always be performed within an appropriate independent sample including patient and clinician feedback for face validity and practicality.

Coste’s approach supports a reductive or modification methodology with retention and integration of the three critical aspects of evidence based medicine – external evidence, clinical expertise and patient values. All three are required, otherwise there is the risk that the determinants of external evidence alone, particularly quantitative statistical based reduction methods, will become dominant.

**Specific concerns for computerised adaptive testing (CAT) systems**

The suitability of CAT based PRO measures, which use item response theory to enhance measurement precision and reduce respondent burden, needs consideration as these systems remove clinicians from the scoring process. The item selection is typically statistically dependent but also needs to undergo a rigorous qualitative process. Although providing a promising and positive future, the trend toward CAT based PRO measures also raises significant practical concerns for a measure that is technologically dependent. This is exacerbated in a world where many sectors and areas have neither the access nor capacity and financial resources to utilise such advances. There is also the potential for conflict of interest between research for the profit motive and the ethics of health services. There remain several critical challenges in the areas of deliberation, debate, research completion and decision making that must be addressed before the adoption of any CAT initiatives, particularly in older persons.

**Practical areas of concern**

The acceptability of a PRO measure to the patient and the clinician is of prime importance. This acceptability remains critical when the data banks of items that formulate existing PRO measures are modified to improve the assessment of a patient’s status. This applies whether the shortening process or a CAT system is used. In either situation, the following aspects must be considered:

(i) format
(ii) item number
(iii) time benefits in completion and/or scoring
(iv) the scoring method.

**Format** is a critical aspect of a measure’s design. Ergonomic approaches can be used to assist in preparation and simplification. This will result in PRO measures that appear inviting to both patient and clinician and are easy to complete and score without the loss of critical data. In the CAT situation, a single sentence overview or schematic of the subsequent process can ease patient apprehension and facilitate accuracy and compliance in the initial administration. An effective format for a PRO measure is the layout and scoring found in dichotomous or three-point Likert measures, such as the Roland Morris disability questionnaire or the upper limb functional index. In these measures, marked boxes help the respondent complete the questionnaire and at the same time simplify the clinicians’ scoring task. By contrast, there is a risk of inaccurate and missing data in the completion and scoring phases for measures that utilise a matrix approach, such as the back pain functional scale, the upper extremity functional index and the lower extremity functional scale or measures that use multiple scoring methods within the one measure, such as the low-back SF-36 PF18. If a measure is longer than a single page, as in the original version of the chiropractic designed questionnaires of the neck disability index and spine functional rater index, it may be at risk of invalid results due to the failure of respondents to simply turn the page.

The use of both descriptive and numeric scale markers within a measure’s scaling format can simplify the response task and significantly reduce missing data. This in turn improves respondent and
clinician acceptance. Clinical validation studies with clinician and respondent feedback must ensure that items are acceptable and that missing responses are kept to a minimum.

Item number is critical. It is suggested that outcome measures with a format of 10-items have the highest clinical utility as they are the easiest to score. However, to ensure cross-sectional reliability and suitable internal consistency, it may not be possible to follow a simplistic development approach based purely on an *a priori* decision of 10 items. Satisfactory analytical validation procedures are dependent on several factors. They must support face, content and construct validity and consider whether the constructs present are supportive of internal consistency and appropriate dimensionality as found through factor analysis. The shortened versions of the SF-36 general health status measure, the SF-12 and SF-8, are perhaps the most widely known examples of PRO measure with reduced items and improved practicality that is both statistically sound and clinically accepted. Even this significant reduction process has been considered too conservative by some authors and single-item measures for self-rated general health have been suggested to capture the same information. Acceptance of a measure that is conceptually sound and practical will be compromised if it has only a small improvement in the psychometric properties. An example of this is the 18-item Roland Morris disability questionnaire which is rarely used as the original longer measure that performs the same task is preferred. The number of items is crucial, but a balance between psychometric, practical and statistical aspects must be attained.

Time advantages in completion and scoring must be assessed and considered to encourage clinical use. If there are only marginal improvements in completion time but scoring complexity is increased then the continued burden of practical requirements for both patient and clinician will inhibit acceptance. If there are variations in scoring systems or scales within the one measure, then clinical utility and simplicity may be adversely affected. This may apply to a measure that is scientifically sound but requires a computational aid for scoring; in this case the measure may become clinically impractical and inefficient. Such PRO measures will serve only for research purposes where imputation is computer generated. This problem can be overcome by integrated software systems, including CAT systems, however universal clinical technology, compatibility and access is not yet available. Hence, scoring design aspects of measures and CAT systems are critical during the development or modification phase. A balance must be established between statistical validity and practical implementation if a PRO measure is designed for the clinical setting.

**Summary**

The concept of shortening, modifying or combining existing musculoskeletal PRO measures through methodological processes to improve scientific properties, acceptance and wider application is a tempting and admirable objective for researchers and clinicians. Within this process the methodological and statistical requirements are often addressed and established in depth, but the practical and logistical characteristics of the final PRO measure are often overlooked. It is clear that the development of any new PRO measure must be subjected to appropriate statistical procedures to satisfy validity issues, but it must also embrace patient and clinician values as well as practicality and clinical utility. Modifications and refinements to valid and reliable PRO measures, including CAT systems, must find the balance between scientific standards, universality of access and clinician and patient requirements.
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